
Customer: Low Level Waste Repository (LLWR) 
Product: ROTA-SONIC Drill Technology
Location: Glasgow, Scotland
Application: Sonic Drilling

Vital Stats:
•	 Drill holes reduced from 15 to 5 with each hole 

containing multiple wells
•	 Each drill hole holds a shallow well (~10mbgl), mid-

depth well (~20mbgl), and a deep well (~50mbgl)
•	 Entire project was completed in about 20 daysOverview:

Drilling soil borings and installing groundwater monitoring 
wells is an established practice. However, drilling methods 
have a reputation of damaging areas of soft ground on site, 
while poor installations in thick, unconsolidated strata can limit 
the validity of results obtained from hydrogeological testing.

URS, Low Level Waste Repository (LLWR), and Boart Long-
year formed a project team that, through partnership, careful 
planning and using the latest sonic drilling methods, delivered 
a low impact, high quality well installation programme on a 
site	of	special	scientific	interest	(SSSI).

“The sonic rig offered faster and 
cleaner drilling compared to other 
techniques, with the soil sample 
remaining relatively undisturbed.”
Andrew Doerr, URS Corporation Ltd.

LLWR is undertaking a programme of work to support the 
production of an environmental safety case, to be submitted 
to the Environment Agency by May 2011. A large number of 
boreholes had already been constructed on the LLWR site, 
which have been used to develop a 3D geological model for 
the site.

The Challenge:
Prior to this project, however, there was limited data on the 
deep hydrogeological regime beyond the site boundary. Ad-
ditional monitoring wells were required, which included 15 
installations up to 60 metres deep, within a SSSI.

The project had the following key requirements: 
•	 Minimise the impact to the ground surface from the drilling opera-

tion; 
•	 Deliver high quality installations suitable for water sam-
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E & I Services:
•		Environmental	investigation	and	remediation

•		Geotechnical	investigation	installation

•		Discrete	ground	water	sampling

•		Soil,	gas,	and	groundwater	monitoring	well	installation

•		Aggregate	exploration

•		Rock	coring

•		Horizontal	&	inclined	boreholes2/3
Less

boreholes
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pling and in-situ hydrogeological testing.

Drilling	on	a	SSSI	required	significant	planning	and	liaison;	
SSSI status had been designated for this area due to the 
presence	of	particular	flora	and	fauna,	including	the	natterjack	
toad, a European protected species. The land itself comprises 
fragile, sandy soils.

Prior to the start of operations, a three week period of site 
preparation and ecological surveying was conducted. The URS 
ecological team conducted day and night surveys to establish 
the presence and distribution of fauna in the SSSI. At each 
drill	site,	10mx10m	ecological	enclosures	were	established	to	
reduce the risk of fauna entering these drilling areas, as well 
as to protect public safety. Access routes were protected using 
specialist matting, and by establishing demarked routes across 
the SSSI, and a broad, rubber-tracked, low ground impact 
vehicle transported drilling equipment, to protect the sensitive 
ground. 

During the design phase, three objectives needed to be satis-
fied:	
•	 Multi-level	sampling	in	up	to	60m	of	fluvio-glacial	drift,	pre	

dominantly comprising sand and gravel; 
•	 Use of wells to establish the permeability of the strata 

around the screened sections (to assist in future groundwater 
modelling); 

•	 Wells should allow long term monitoring, with limited mainte-
nance.

The Solution:
A sonic rig was used to install the wells in the SSSI. The 
sonic rig offered faster and cleaner drilling compared to 
other techniques, with the soil sample remaining relatively 
undisturbed when recovered to the surface for inspection and 
sampling. The technique also allows the continuous advance 
of temporary casing and its withdrawal in a controlled manner 
during well installation. The sonic method is also capable of 
drilling without using water, up to 30m below ground.

A	total	of	15	installations	were	required.	At	each	of	the	five	
drilling areas, a shallow (~10mbgl), mid-depth (~20mbgl), and 
deep (~50mbgl) installation were required. Instead of drilling 15 

separate	boreholes,	the	team	decided	that	only	five	boreholes	
would be advanced (one per drilling area), and multiple installa-
tions placed in each borehole annulus (a shallow, mid depth and 
deep well). 

The	major	benefit	of	multiple	installations	in	one	borehole	(in-
stead of three) was ground protection, by: 
•	 Limiting	the	drill	rig	movements	from	15	positions	to	five;
•	 Reducing the volumes of investigative- derived waste soils 

that needed to be transported off-site for storage (by reduc-
ing the amount of drilling to 250m; 15 locations would have 
meant drilling 425m) and therefore the number of trips;

•	 Reduced transportation of water used in the drilling pro-
cess; 

•	 Reducing the number of permanent brick headworks.

For multiple installations in a single borehole to provide reliable 
data, mitigation against connectivity between the water bodies 
within the borehole annulus is imperative. The team used thin 
well pipes (40mm outside diameter) inside the drilled annulus 
of 200mm, thin bespoke spacers to keep the wells apart and a 
high quality bentonite for sealing the sections. During installa-
tion, great care was taken to minimise the risk of bridging of an-
nular	fill	materials,	with	dipping	after	the	addition	of	every	0.25m	
of installation material; the retrieval of casing was done slowly, 
and	the	sonic	application	on	the	rig	was	utilized	to	vibrate	ma-
terials into place. Drilling each borehole took up to three days, 
followed by installation which took a further one to one and a 
half days.

Prior	to	drilling,	geological	logs	and	particle	size	distribution	data	
for	existing	boreholes	were	reviewed	to	establish	the	most	ap-
propriate	grain	size	for	the	filter	pack	around	the	wells	(and	the	
appropriate	slot	size	of	the	well	pipe).	Using	comparable	grain	
sizes	to	that	of	the	surrounding	strata	reduces	the	influence	of	
the	filter	pack	during	hydrological	testing.	Following	installation,	
groundwater wells were dipped regularly to review groundwater 
rest levels, and to appraise the installation quality.

Hydrogeological testing using a modern, reliable, pneumatic 
method generated accurate and repeatable results that were 
representative of the observed geology. The wells are sched-
uled for use in long-term groundwater monitoring.
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